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Minimum Viable Security
George Pajari, CISSP-ISSAP, CISM, CIPP/E

Fractional CISO Services Inc.
https://fractionalci.so

First delivered to the Okanagan Information Security Group on November 28th, 2018.

This slide deck has been edited since the presentation. The major changes are:
● Adding the CIS Critical Security Controls list as slide 22 (I brought up this list after the talk and it 

was suggested it ought to be part of the slide deck); and
● Changing the title of slide 19 to “Risk Identification” (from “Risk Management”, which is the title of 

slide 24).

As I’m still developing the ideas in this presentation, I would deeply 
appreciate your sending me any comments or suggestions that occur to you 
as you read this preso. My email is gp@fractionalci.so
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George Pajari, CISSP-ISSAP, CISM, CIPP/E

● Former software developer
– Writing UNIX Device Drivers, HP-Fax, SunFax

● ISACA CISM Worldwide Excellence Award
● Former Hootsuite CISO
● CISO-for-Hire (a.k.a. Fractional CISO)
● Co-Author of next edition of the CISSP CBK

Before I was an information security professional, I was a software developer. I 
wrote the second book ever published on UNIX Device Drivers, and my software 
company, Faximum Software, developed technology that was licensed to both 
HP and Sun.

Subsequently I became intrigued by the challenges of cybersecurity and started 
a career which led me to work at Hootsuite, most recently as their Chief 
Information Security Officer (CISO).

In late 2017 I was asked by the (ISC)² to be one of the authors of a total rewrite 
of the Official (ISC)² Guide to the CISSP CBK (Common Body of Knowledge) 
textbook, to be published in 2019.

I am currently working as a part-time CISO for a number of small cloud startups.
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CISO Licence

I like to joke that there may be many in BC with their CISSP certification, and 
there are certainly a number of CISOs in BC, but I’m the only person with an 
actual CISO licence :-)
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And that licence plate has become the brand for my consulting practice: I’ve put 
it on my business cards and embroidered it on my polo shirts. I’ve put some 
CISO licence plate stickers on the table for you to take if you like.
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Just One Person’s Opinion
● Please listen critically
● I don’t have all the answers
● Please challenge me

This presentation contains ideas that I’m still developing, and I do not claim they 
are either complete or all correct, so please listen carefully and feel free to make 
suggestions so I can improve this talk.
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Minimum Viable Security
● NOT minimum security
● Least amount of security while remaining a viable company
● A minimum viable product (MVP) is a product with just 

enough features to satisfy early customers, and to provide 
feedback for future product development. (Wikipedia)

● Minimum viable security (MVS) is just enough security to 
satisfy early stakeholders, and to enable the company to 
grow rapidly to fund future product development (Pajari)

The slide says it all.
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WFIAO = We’re F**ked, It’s All Over

Credit to Foster, the founder and CEO of ZeroFox who was the person who 
introduced me to the term.

The importance of cybersecurity to any technology company (and what company 
does not use technology to some extent?) ought to be obvious but if not, here 
are two headlines to remind us.

I recommend Googling “code spaces breach” to read about how a company can 
go out of business in a matter of minutes because of lax security. 
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This graph explains the entire point of this talk. The slides are animated so the 
audience first sees the left and bottom axes (Risk of Security Failure and Level 
of Security), and the purple curve.

The curve illustrates the fact that as one improves security (moves to the right 
along the curve), the risk of a security failure decreases. That is great, except 
that moving to the right costs money. And so we introduce the the right axes 
(Risk of Financial Failure) and the teal line from bottom left to upper right which 
illustrates the fact that as one improves security one has to invest more money, 
thus increasing the risk of running out of money (e.g. Risk of Financial Failure).

The optimal point is where the two risk curves intersect, where the decreasing 
risk of security failure is balanced by the increased risk of financial failure.

It is this point that I refer to as Minimum Viable Security.

Of course, the fact that one can point to the magic spot on the graph does not 
mean it is easy in practice to actually determine the right balance between 
security risk (from insufficient security) and financial risk (from spending too 
much on security).
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A few observations: risk is a continuous 
function (as is security). Just as one cannot be 
100% secure, one cannot have 0% risk. But 
risk is not a bad thing. All startups embrace 
risk as that is what helps them be successful. 
The trick, of course, is determing the right 
amount of risk at each stage of a company’s 
growth.
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Improving Security ($$$) →
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This slide (which is also animated in the real presentation) illustrates two facts:

1) as your company grows, the financial risk curve flattens (i.e. the risk of 
financial failure gets less);

2) but the security curve moves up and to the right (e.g. for any given level of 
security, the risk of failure increases as you grow).

In other words, the magic spot of balanced security and financial risk will change 
as you grow.
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The Security/Survival Tradeoff 2
As your company grows:
● Good news: the financial risk curve flattens
● Bad news: the security risk curve moves up
● Good news: the sweet spot moves to the right and down
● Bad news: you have to spend more money
● Good news: you have more money to spend

The slide says it all.
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Minimum Viable Security
● Risk (and security) is not binary
● Risk is not a bad thing
● Security risk is a convex function

– Good news: a little early investment gets a lot of security
– Bad news: diminishing returns

● Finding the sweet spot is the challenge

Minimum Viable Security

The slide says it all.
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Before We Start
● There is no such thing as 100% secure
● Key principles
● Useful conceptual models

Before we get to the detailed steps to establish 
Minimum Viable Security, I want to cover some 
basics.
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Key Principles
● It’s all about business objectives & risk

– Company objectives
– Company risk appetite
– Customer risk appetite

● What does success look like?
– What level of security (risk)?
– How measured?
– What level of assurance?

Remember, the point is not to implement security because we like implementing 
security (we do, but that’s not the point).

Security must serve the business, it must further the business’s objectives, and it must 
reduce the risk to a level acceptable to the company and its customers.

So before you embark on your infosec journey, you need to try to determine what 
“success” looks like: what is an acceptable level of risk, how are you going to measure 
it, and how are you going to have confidence that you have achieved the level of 
security you think you have?
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Deming Cycle

Plan The planning phase involves assessing a current process, or a new process, and 
figuring out how it can be improved upon. Knowing what types of outputs are desired 
helps to develop a plan to fix or improve the process. It is often easier to plan smaller 
changes during this phase of the plan so that they can be easily monitored and the 
outputs are more predictable. Establish the objectives and necessary to deliver results 
in accordance with the expected output (the target or goals)

Do The do phase allows the plan from the previous step to be enacted. Small changes 
are usually tested, and data is gathered to see how effective the change is.

Check During the check phase, the data and results gathered from the do phase are 
evaluated. Data is compared to the expected outcomes to see any similarities and 
differences. The testing process is also evaluated to see if there were any changes from 
the original test created during the planning phase. If the data is placed in a chart it can 
make it easier to see any trends if the PDCA cycle is conducted multiple times. This 
helps to see what changes work better than others, and if said changes can be 
improved as well.

Act If the check phase shows that the plan phase which was implemented in do phase 
is an improvement to the prior standard (baseline), then that becomes the new standard 
(baseline) for how the organization should act going forward (new standards are thus 
said to be enACTed). Instead, if the check phase shows that the plan phase which was 
implemented in do phase is not an improvement, then the existing standard (baseline) 
will remain in place. In either case, if the check phase showed something different than 
expected (whether better or worse), then there is some more learning to be done... and 
that will suggest potential future PDCA cycles. Note that some who teach PDCA assert 
that the act phase involves making adjustments or corrective actions, but generally it 
would be counter to PDCA thinking to propose and decide upon alternative changes 
without using a proper plan phase, or to make them the new standard (baseline) without 
going through do and check steps.

From: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PDCA
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Read https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capability_Maturity_Model
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In my experience with the clients I am starting to work with (I’ve only been out on my 
own for less than a month), there are two paths they are taking on their security journey:

1) compliance driven: the company has decided that it needs to achieve a certain 
security certification (e.g. PCI, SOC, ISO 27001); or

2) risk driven: the company’s stakeholders (be they the Board, investors, or executive) 
have realized that the company has grown to the point where the risk of a security 
failure seriously affecting the value and future of the company has grown to an 
unacceptable level.

Both paths share a lot, but the compliance path will concentrate on (and be driven 
primarily by) adherence to a specific framework, while the risk path concentrates on 
identifying the major risk factors and addressing them.

So let’s start on our journey...
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Step 1: Protect your assets
● Where (and what) are your Crown Jewels?
● How do they talk to each other?

– Data Flow Diagrams
– Network Diagrams

● What are your unknown unknowns?
– What don’t you know?

The first step is to produce a list of what needs to be protected.

1) You cannot protect what you do not know about.

2) You cannot protect everything equally so you need to determine what is most 
precious and what is most at risk so you can focus your efforts (and invest in 
proportion to the value and risk).

3) Finally, you cannot determine the risks to those assets until you have a clear 
idea of how they are interconnected.

A particular challenge here are the unknown unknowns: the things you don’t 
even know you don’t know. You will need to take care to ensure you have 
identified everything of importance. You may need to use network scans and 
other tools to try to find everything that you need to consider.
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Step 2: Risk Identification
● What does a WFIAO event look like to you?
● What are your the threats and vulnerabilities to your assets?
● What is the likelihood and impact of each adverse event?

Once you have your asset inventory, you need to consider the risks they face. 
What does a company-ending scenario look like to you? What is your worst 
nightmare? You will need to use various techniques such as brain storming and 
threat modelling to come up with a list of potential risks.

Then for each risk, you need to consider the likelihood (a.k.a. probability) and 
the impact (a.k.a. severity) of each so they can be ranked.

The classic reference on threat modelling is Shostack’s book: 
https://threatmodelingbook.com/

See also: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Threat_model
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This is the classic risk heat map showing how likelihood and impact combine to 
produce a risk rating.

You need to:

a) define what each level of Impact means to you. For example, a one million 
dollar loss might be “Minor” to a large company but “Severe” to yours;

b) determine what your risk tolerance is (startups might be willing to accept a 
“Medium” or “Med Hi” risk while established enterprises are more likely to want 
all risks to be “Low Med” or “Low”); and

b) rate every risk you identified in the risk brainstorming exercise discussed in 
the previous slide and then rank them from highest to lowest risk.

All of the risks above your risk tolerance are risks you need to mitigate. More on 
this in a couple of slides.

Two excellent guides to information security risk management:
● NIST SP800-39: Managing Information Security Risk (

https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/sp/800-39/final)
● NIST SP 800-30 Rev. 1: Guide for Conducting Risk Assessments (

https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/sp/800-30/rev-1/final) 
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Step 3: Pick a Framework
● Centre for Internet Security (CIS) Critical Security Controls
● NIST Cybersecurity Framework (CSF)
● AICPA Trust Services Criteria (SOC 2)
● ISO 27001
● Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS)

If you are on a compliance path, then you already know the framework you need to adopt. If you 
are on a risk-reduction path, then you have some flexibility but I strongly recommend selecting a 
framework as it will not only bring structure to your security plan, it will help reduce the chance of 
missing or overlooking something. 

For smaller startups, I strongly recommend the CIS Critical Security Controls (see next slide) as it 
provides the basics that are most likely to deliver the greatest risk reduction.

For more mature organizations, the NIST CSF is an excellent and very pragmatic approach to 
security.

The others (SOC 2, ISO 27K) are frameworks that one can be certified (or audited) for 
compliance and are normally chosen by a company once they find that their customers are 
looking for proof of their security practices.

PCI DSS is not really a framework but a list of controls that merchants that accept credit cards 
must implement in order to be able to accept credit card payments. Unless there are 
overwhelming reasons that you need to deal with the details of payment cards directly (i.e. you 
are a FinServ company), I strongly recommend you outsource this to a payment processor so that 
you need only comply with the least onerous subset of the PCI DSS (known as PCI SAQ A).

There are also many sources of mappings between the different frameworks so that if you start 
with one, but later decide you need to comply with another, you can determine how your existing 
controls might meet the requirements of the new framework. One of the best control mappings is 
the Cloud Security Alliance’s Cloud Control Matrix. See: https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/working-
groups/cloud-controls-matrix/
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If you have the freedom to select an information 
security framework to use, and you are just 
starting your cybersecurity journey, the CIS 
Critical Security Controls is, in my opinion, the 
best place to start.
See: https://www.cisecurity.org/controls/
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Step 4: Perform Gap Analysis
● Review your current state with your chosen framework
● Weight deficiencies using your understanding of your assets, 

risks, and WFIAO events

So at this point in your journey you:

a) know your key assets;

b) have an idea of the major risks you face; and

c) have selected a framework.

You then review the controls in the framework you have chosen to determine, for each 
control, is it:

1) not being done at all;

2) being done intermittently and ad hoc;

3) being done regularly and methodically;

4) being done, measured, and improved.
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Step 5: Risk Management
● Prioritize risks
● Consider possible risk treatments

– Reduce (cf. Gap analysis, apply controls)

– Transfer

– Avoid

– Accept
● Implement

Now that you have (a) your list of risks from Step 2, and (b) you list of gaps from Step 4, 
it’s time to determine which gaps to close to reduce which risks.

Prioritize your risks and ignore everything below your risk tolerance.

For each risk, consider the four ways to treat any risk:

1) reduce the risk by implementing security controls;

2) transfer the risk (e.g. using a contract to make another party responsible, or purchase 
cybersecurity insurance);

3) avoid the risk entirely by deciding not to engage in the activity that attracts the risk 
(not always an option); and, finally,

4) decide to accept the  risk after doing what you can to reduce or transfer risk.

One may combine risk treatments (e.g. use a combination of two or more mechanisms 
to reduce the risk).

In the final analysis, one is always left, after using all reasonable and affordable 
methods to reduce risk, with either:
● accepting the risk that remains after all the treatments have been applied (known as 

residual risk); or
● avoiding the risk (if there is no way to reduce or transfer the risk to below one’s risk 

tolerance)

Obviously the topic of risk management can easily consume many talks longer than this 
one and this is the briefest of summaries.
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Rinse and Repeat

Go back to Step 1

Rinse and repeat.

As as mentioned during the discussion of the Deming (a.k.a. PDCA) Cycle, 
security is an iterative process in which one identifies the major risks, works to 
reduce them, and then one goes back to look to see if any new risks have come 
up, or existing risks have become higher.
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Thank you.
Questions?
Comments?
gp@fractionalci.so
@SharedCISO

https://fractionalci.so/mvs20181128

List of related papers and references (a.k.a. recommend reading).

Papers related to the concept of minimum viable security (a term that obviously did not 
originate with me):
● https://www.peerlyst.com/posts/smb-minimum-viable-security-mvs
● MINIMUM VIABLE SECURITY: REACHING A REALISTIC SMB SECURITY 

MATURITY? (
https://res.cloudinary.com/peerlyst/image/upload/v1508156766/post-attachments/Da
y2-Red-1430-Minimum-viable-security-reaching-a-realistic-SMB-security-maturity_yo
yrxd_do4swu.pdf
) 

Papers related to adoption of Agile principles to information security:
● https://www.scribd.com/document/255860042/Sourcefire-Agile-Security-Manifesto
● https://chapter.isc2.nl/app/uploads/2017/09/NickMurison.pdf 
● https://www.synopsys.com/content/dam/synopsys/sig-assets/ebooks/agile-security-

manifesto.pdf

Other references of interest to SMBs seeking guidance on the appropriate level of 
cybersecurity:
● Cloud Security Guide for SMEs (

https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/cloud-security-guide-for-smes) 


